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a b s t r a c t

Attaining architected structures with unprecedented properties not found in natural materials is a
long-sought goal for both materials science and additive manufacturing. Improving the mechanical
behavior of engineered materials such as auxetics for bioengineering applications or bistable structures
for mechanical actuation depends on the buckling mechanisms governing their response. Despite the
fact that the design principles for two-dimensional buckling have been elucidated in previous studies,
comprehending three dimensional buckling mechanisms is still tenuous. In this study, we aim to
illuminate the buckling mechanisms governing the response of three-dimensional structures at the
microscale, providing the critical guidelines for the design of novel metamaterials. In addition, finite
element analysis and in-situ SEM — microindentation experiments are performed to investigate how
scale effects affect the design principles to architect a controlled 3D buckling mechanism and reflect
the mechanical response to the deformation of the structure in-situ. Our findings elicit the design
process of tailored three dimensional buckling structures based on the geometric architecture instead
of the behavior of the bulk material, while setting a broader framework to fabricate and characterize
these structures at the microscale.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The design of architected materials has captured the attention
of the research community for their extraordinary properties. The
endeavor to merge the theoretical design of mechanical meta-
materials [1] with the advances in additive manufacturing [2]
and optimization [3,4] has provided a nexus between theoretical
design of metamaterials and engineering applications. Designs
such as ultralight–ultrastiff structures [5,6] provide high energy
dissipation and strength, while auxetic materials provide high
resilience to large deformations [6]. The mechanical response
of these structures is determined by the buckling mechanisms
dictating their behavior [7]. Buckling can be considered a dichoto-
mous mechanism, as it can either be the cause of mechanical
failure for conventional structural designs such as bridges [8]
or it can provide unprecedented properties, such as in MEMS
microstructures [9]. Buckling has been investigated for the case
of two-dimensional geometries [10–14], furnishing the vast ex-
pansion of the design space. However, for three-dimensional
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structures [15–17], the design principles have not been examined
thoroughly to establish a coherent framework associated with
the buckling behavior. The reason is that obtaining analytical
solutions for large and nonlinear deformations is significantly
arduous for the case of complex 3D geometries. Consequently, the
evaluation of the mechanical response of 3D architected meta-
materials has been limited to the control of the relative density
of the structure [5,6,15,17], without utilizing analytical solutions
for the deformation and stress fields. Hence, the design of three-
dimensional controlled buckling is fairly empirical and the design
space is comprised of a limited number of structures [18]. The
primary objective for efficient design is to forestall out of plane
buckling in the structure, which for the case of multi-layered
structures results in ‘‘sliding’’ of some layers with respect to the
others. Alternatively, internal buckling of the lattice members
of the layer without out of plane deformation of the whole
layer can lead to a functional mechanical response. These distinct
buckling responses will be examined in the present work. The de-
sired buckling behavior for high energy dissipation and reversible
large deformations must institute a bistable mechanism in the
structure. Bistability provides multiple local equilibrium states
due to snap through buckling, which enables mechanical energy
absorption and release without the requirement of perpetual
actuation [7,19–22]. This structural principle has been utilized
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for a plethora of applications, such as controlled wave propaga-
tion [22], soft robotics [23] and malleable structures [21]. The
objective of this study is to investigate how out of plane buckling
can be prevented and instead utilize a bistable mechanism and in-
ternal buckling of beammembers of each layer. To instantiate this
principle, a specially architected structure was designed, and its
scale and size effects were investigated with respect to the buck-
ling performance. The simplicity of this design aims to elucidate
how complex 3D structures must be architected and which buck-
ling modes, functional or egregious, can occur. These structures
were fabricated by multiphoton lithography (MPL). Multiphoton
lithography is the predominant fabrication technique to design
complex geometries in nanoscale and microscale [24]. Structural
features in these length scales have proved to be critical for
the enhanced performance of patterns observed in nature, like
seashells and bones [25]. Nature is the most articulated paradigm
of design efficiency and hierarchical convoluted structures man-
ifesting the mechanical principles of tailored buckling [26]. Thus
far, snap through buckling and bistability are controlled utiliz-
ing slender members and elastomer materials [27]. Hence, the
mechanical response is substantiated by the properties of the
material for a very specific geometric design. Our proposed design
renders the geometric features paramount, as elastomeric poly-
mers are feeble to be utilized for very small length scales that
require different materials for the fabrication process [9,24].

2. Design of controlled buckling structures

The design of the unit cell is delineated in Fig. 1A–B. The unit
cell is bifurcated into two main beam members (colored red and
blue). The blue members under compression or extension, as it
is illustrated in Fig. 1C–D, will facilitate a snap through buckling
mechanism due to a pre-existing bent angle of 150◦.

During compression, these beam members will come in con-
tact [28], increasing the stiffness of the structure and reemerging
from the local minimum at the force displacement curve which
was reached during the snap through mechanism [29]. Never-
theless, as it will be shown later, these members cannot hinder
out of plane buckling, which will be proved to depend on scale
effects. Hence, another set of members was included in the unit
cell to enhance the structural stability and provide an extra snap
through mechanism (colored red). The assembly of the unit cells
for the design of a complex structure is depicted in Fig. 1E.
The secondary members were positioned such that they will not
encounter the primary members during the deformation, thereby
maligning the final performance of the structure. All members
are connected with a hexagonal base (colored gray) to assemble
the unit cells at different layers (Fig. 1E). Moreover, they will also
buckle during the deformation, enhancing the energy dissipation
of the structure.

To validate the feasibility of the designed structure, finite ele-
ment analysis (FEA) simulations were performed. Further details
about the simulations are provided in the supplementary infor-
mation. The buckling mechanism of the structure is determined
by the following equation:

{[K o] + [K u] + N [K σ ]} du = dq (1)

where [Ko] is the linear stiffness matrix, [Ku] is the initial dis-
placement stiffness matrix and [Kff] is the initial stress stiffness
matrix. N is the internal loading applied to the structure, while du
is the incremental displacement of the structure for external load
dq. For the case of one-dimensional problems, buckling occurs
when the structure deforms in a direction that there is no loading
and the stiffness becomes negative, leading to a state of structural
instability. For the three-dimensional case this mechanism is

manifested when du is not equal to zero, while there is no exter-
nal load dq. Then, the stiffness becomes positive semidefinite and
the structure will teeter. For small incremental deformations, ne-
glecting the contribution of [Ku], this corresponds to the following
eigenvalue problem

det {[K o] + NB [K σ ]} duB = 0 (2)

At this state, NB is the value of the load that will initiate buck-
ling, and duB is the characteristic buckling deformation, which
corresponds to the eigenvector of NB. The objective is to tailor
the value of duB, prohibiting out of plane buckling and instead en-
abling a mechanism that transfers the deformation to subsequent
unit cells in a manner similar to stable wave propagation [22],
one of the primary applications of tailored buckling. To analyze
how the dimensions and the number of unit cells affect the
characteristic buckling deformation, the FEA was performed for
four different cases. The classical theory of structural buckling ad-
dresses how the dimensions of beammembers affect the buckling
load by the following relation NB ∼

EI

(Leff )
2 where E is the Young’s

modulus, I is the inertia of the structure, which is a function of
the cross section dimensions and Leff is the effective length of the
beam based on its boundary conditions [2]. Nevertheless, there
is no formulation how the characteristic buckling deformation
is affected by the dimensions of the structures. Therefore, the
design principle must focus on how duB can be tailored as a
function of the height and thickness of the members, considering
the fabrication capabilities that are required.

3. Results

3.1. Finite element simulations of the architected structures

Characteristic examined structures demonstrating the dis-
tinct mechanical responses that can be attained are presented
in Fig. 2A–D. The unit cell height h over the beam member
diameter d for every case is h/d = 12, 36, 12 and 14.4 for ten,
seven, seven and three unit cells on each layer respectively.
These dimensions were selected such that the structures with the
slenderest members can preserve their structural integrity under
their own weight and not collapse during the fabrication process.
The number and orientation of the unit cells were selected to
provide symmetry in the 2D space, halting tendency for out of
plane buckling. It must be noted that the mechanical response
will be affected by the number of the unit cells on the structure
until a specific number of unit cells, for which it will be uniform.
For the presented designs, we assembled the minimum number of
unit cells required to observe the behavior of a uniform material
without early fracture of the individual unit cells. Furthermore,
functional structures require more than one unit cell, taking
into account the provided manufacturing techniques to fabricate
them. The static deformations under compression for each design
are illustrated in Fig. 2E–H.

For every design, the primary members come to close prox-
imity, enabling post contact that reverses the negative stiffness
of the structure due to buckling. The members positioned at the
center mitigate the total compression, providing a threshold for
structural integrity and hindering catastrophic failure. However,
the height of the first structure is low relative to the deformation
that can be applied, resulting the members that deform to come
in contact for the case of large deformations, mitigating the buck-
ling instability mechanism and increasing the intrinsic stiffness
of the structure. The eigenvalue buckling analysis characteristic
deformations are presented in Fig. 2I–L. For the ratios equal to
12 (Figs. 2I and 2K), the desired eigenvectors duB are achieved,
providing the buckling of the internal members and preventing
out of plane buckling, which occurs for the ratios 36 and 14.4
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Fig. 1. The proposed designed structure. (A) Isometric view of the designed structure. (B) Side view of the unit cell. The external beam members (colored blue)
provide the primary buckling members, while the main purpose of the internal ones (colored red) is to provide structural integrity for the unit cell. (C–D) The
mechanical response of the unit cell under compression and extension by FEA analysis. (E) Assembly of unit cells to form a periodic structure.

Fig. 2. FEA analysis for the structural behavior and eigenvalue buckling analysis of the designed structures. (A–D) Final structures for different height/diameter ratios.
(E–H) FEA static analysis for every structure illustrating the points of potential failure under compression and how post contact will occur. (I–L) The characteristic
buckling deformation duB for all structures, indicating how buckling will commence when the critical load NB is reached.
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Fig. 3. The fabricated structures. (A) Design 1 with unit cell height 6 µm and beam diameter 0.5 µm. (B) Design 2 with unit cell height 18 µm and beam diameter
1.5 µm. (C) Design 3 with unit cell height 18 µm and beam diameter 0.5 µm. (D) Design 4 with unit cell height 36 µm and beam diameter 2.5 µm. The maximum
number of unit cells of each design was utilized to fabricate the largest periodic structure, based on the workspace of the setup.

(Figs. 2J and 2L). For these designs, the internal buckling of the
beam members is not obtained and instead the whole structure
deforms in a direction different from that of the load (i.e. in the
lateral direction of the geometry).

3.2. Fabrication and mechanical response of the architected struc-
tures

To validate the simulations results, the structures were fabri-
cated by MPL. Further details about the experimental apparatus
and the materials are provided elsewhere [24]. The fabricated
structures with the same dimensions as in the simulations are
presented in Fig. 3. The high spatial resolution of MPL enables
a truly 3D fabrication process, unbound or layer-by-layer con-
straints of other fabrication processes such as microstereolithog-
raphy [1]. The mechanical behavior of the fabricated metama-
terial structures was examined with a nanoindentation appara-
tus, assembled inside a Scanning Electron Microscope for in-situ
recording of the deformation. Details about the experimental
procedure are provided in the supplementary information.

Characteristic force displacement curves for each structure
are presented in Figs. 4 and 5. Each curve is collated with the
in-situ imaging of the deformed structure to interpret the me-
chanical response. The first structure has a response that can be
distinguished in three stages (SI Movie1). From the undeformed

configuration (stage A in Fig. 4A) the structure is loaded until
the slope becomes negative (stage B), indicating the initiation of
buckling, which occurs at 251.1 µN. As the buckled members
have sustained large deformations, they encounter the neigh-
boring ones (as it is observed from the SEM imaging on stage
B of Fig. 4A). This post contact causes an immediate intrinsic
stiffening mechanism, making the slope positive again until the
structure is unloaded (stage C). For this length scale the result
is consistent with the FEA, as instability occurs without out of
plane buckling. Nonetheless, the distance between the members
is small for a large compression, causing the members to en-
counter the structure instantaneously after buckling, mitigating
instability. Regarding the second design (Fig. 4 B) there is a
tripartite mechanical response as well (SI Movie2). However, as
the structure deforms (stage A), out of plane buckling commences
at 209.6 µN, a result consonant with the FEA analysis. The corol-
lary is the denigration of the structure’s performance, as after
unloading the structure has collapsed irreversibly (stage C of
Fig. 4B). The third design’s response (Fig. 5A) has five stages (SI
Movie3). The scale factor for this design is the same as the first
structure, and the buckling mechanism is evinced at 551.5 µN
(stage B on Fig. 5A). In addition, the higher height of the unit cell
enables the secondary members and the base to buckle as well
before approaching each other, inaugurating two more buckling
mechanisms at 565.7 µN and 571.8 µN (stages C and D), until it
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Fig. 4. In situ SEM — Microindentation tests for designs 1 and 2. (A) Force displacement curve for Design 1. Buckling commences on the designated stage, but the
post contact of the beam members due to small height of the unit cells decrease its effect. (B) Force displacement curve for Design 2. For this case out of plane
(O–P) buckling occurs, as the slender lattice members cannot provide the required stability to prevent the intermediate base from out of plane buckling. Black length
scale bar = 10 µm and white length scale bar = 20 µm.

is unloaded (stage E). The fourth structure (SI Movie4) proved to
be the most volatile (Fig. 5B) as the increased height of the unit
cells combined with the slender members resulted in bending of
the members and a barrel shape deformed configuration, as it is
depicted on stage B. Nevertheless, buckling did not occur, and the
mechanical response was not the desired one.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Juxtaposing the FEA with the indentation experiments, the
buckling mechanism was efficiently demonstrated for the ratio
equal to 12, while for the 36 out of plane buckling occurred,
and for 14.4 structural failure commenced. Tacitly, tuning the
member slenderness will cause structural instability at lower
loads. Nevertheless, the structure does not have the proclivity
to buckle towards the lower layer of the structure, as it was
presented in Figs. 4B and 5B. Even though members with larger
cross sections are less unstable, the inherent higher volume of
the material provides the heterodox advantage of the enhanced
resilience of the structure to out of plane buckling, while enabling
the desired large deformation propagation to subsequent layers.

Furthermore, the relative orientation of the beam is crucial for
efficient designs. Post contact of the buckled members will pro-
vide the positive slope to be rejuvenated again, returning the
structure to its stable state. However, for short unit cells, the
buckled elements come into contact too fast and the buckling
behavior cannot be utilized efficiently. The third structure proved
to have the correct combination of height and thickness such
that the snap through buckling mechanism is observed and the
post contact does not occur instantly after buckling. This design
provides the perforation for the materialization of buckling on
different sections of the unit cells. Hence, at this scaling factor, the
designed structure conflates the multistability and the structural
integrity that is required for a functional design.

In summary, we demonstrated a novel architected structure
tailoring the buckling mechanism in three dimensional space for
a functional multistable material. The objective was to compre-
hend how different buckling modes and mechanical responses
can commence at the same 3D structure for different length-
scales. The structural principle governing the system was based
on a buckling mechanism coalesced with the post contact of
the structural members, providing the undulated profile on the
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Fig. 5. In situ SEM — Microindentation tests for designs 2 and 3. (A) Force displacement curve for Design 3. For these dimensions the structure exhibits the desired
behavior. The structure is subject to internal buckling and the larger distance between the lattice members provides a multistable response. (B) Force displacement
curve for Design 4. The increased height and slender lattice members render the structure non-functional, due to the barrel shape formation during compression.
Yellow length scale bar = 15 µm and white length scale bar = 35 µm.

force displacement curves during snap through buckling. Utilizing
simple lattice elements, we accomplished designing a structure
that can facilitate buckling based on its geometric configuration.
Both the FEA analysis and the microindentation experiments for
different length scales provided an insight for the dimensions that
manifest internal buckling on the structure rather than out of
plane buckling. The simplicity of the design enables the scalability
of the structure for applications including robotic actuation [23].
Nevertheless, microscale buckling structures are also imperative
for tissue engineering and controlled muscle suspension [30].
Finally, a systematic approach must be addressed to formulate
the vector space of the buckling eigenvectors as a function of
the unit cell geometric parameters. For this purpose, optimization
techniques such as machine learning [31,32] could be utilized
to relate these quantities instead of analytical solutions. This
approach will pave the way for the expansion of the design space

with more three-dimensional structures that can utilize tailored
buckling.
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